
1st Dam

PREFERRED HARE p.2,200h; 3,1:57.3f ($118,404) by Precious Bunny p.1:49.4. At 2, winner NY-Bred LC at Saratoga; second in NYSS at Yonkers, NY-Bred LC Final at Yonkers and NY-Bred LC at Buffalo; third in Molly Pitcher S. Three Diamonds elim. and NY-Bred LC at Saratoga; race timed 1:54.2. At 3, winner NYSS at Monticello, Saratoga and Goshen; second at Yonkers and leg May Flowers Series; third in $150,000 NYSS Final at Yonkers and 2 NYSS. Dam of 10 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 7 raced, 6 winners, including:

INDEPENDENT HANOVER p.2,1:53.4f; 3,1:51.3f (g, H. The Panderosa) ($169,206), 11 wins. At 2, winner PASS at Chester; second at The Meadows; third at Pocono, The Meadows and in Arden Downs S. at The Meadows. At 3, second in PASS at The Meadows and in 3YO Open at Chester; third in PASS Championship (Cons.). At the Meadows and Hempt S. (el.) at Pocono.

INGRID HANOVER p.3,1:53.1 (m, Western Hanover) ($127,696), 17 wins. At 3, second in SOP Elite S. at Hippodrome de Montréal; Dam of BITTER NOON OVER p.2,1:52.4 (M) and MISS MARY LUCK p.1:59.6; etc.

INFLATION HANOVER p.3,1:52.4; 4,1:52.3g (g, Western Hanover) ($100,730), 11 wins. At 2, race timed 2:02.3f. At 3, winner Hoosier Park LC (Final; second in 3 legs); second in Horsemen S. at Indianapolis.

IMPRESSIVE ART p.2,1:51.4; 3,1:54; 1:52.4-18 (g, Party At Artsplace) ($66,888), 12 wins. At 2, 7 (5-1-0) and winner Downstate Classic at Lincoln, IL Stallion S. at Charleston, IDAOS S. at Springfield, MVIRA S. at Rushville and Egyptian S. at Fairfield; second in County Fair Challenge at DuQuan. At 3, winner Downstate Classic at Columbus; second in Carey S. (Cons.) and Cardinal S. (third in elim.) at Hawthorne; second in Hawthorne LC (leg; third in leg). Now 4, racing and a winner.

ENTER THE DRAGON p.3,1:57.3 (M, Dragon Again) ($5,774), 2 wins. At 3, third in Tioga County Series (leg) at Tioga Downs.

Inpressive Party (h, Party At Artsplace), Now 3.

2nd Dam

PURITY ELEGANCE p.2,1:58 ($31,226) by Bret Hanover p.4,1:53.3. At 2, second in Hoosier Futurity and KYSS; third in Almahurst Farm S., Hoosier Futurity and KYSS. At 3, second in KYSS and Belle Breeding Late Closer. From 12 living foals (7 fillies), dam of 9 winners (2 in 1:56.5, 1 in 1:56.4 in 200). Dam of:


CIRCLE L KID p.1:54; 3,1:49.4 (M, Cambo) ($194,510), 15 wins. At 2, winner KYSS (Cons.; third in elim.), Arden Downs S. (elim.; third in Final), and Lexington Breeders Classic; second in Final of Sheppard Memorial; third in Reynolds Memorial and Sheppard Memorial elim. At 3, third in Meadows Dowells Race (elim.).

ELEGANT LISA p.2,1:59j; 3,1:57.4; 4,1:53.1 (m, Lislea) ($96,664). At 2, 6 (4-1-1) and winner NY-Bred LC (2 legs and Final) at Monticello, leg at Saratoga and Syracuse, second in leg at Syracuse). At 3, second in NYSS at Goshen and Monticello; third at Saratoga and in NYSS at Tioga and race timed 1:53.0f. Died at 4.

CAPTAIN TIMMY p.2,1:58j; 3,1:57.4; 4,1:54.3f (g, Lislea) ($51,382), 4 wins. At 2, 5 (2-0-2) and winner NYSS at Saratoga and Tioga Downs; third in Landmark S. at Goshen and NY-Bred LC at Monticello. At 3, second in NY-Bred LC at Yonkers; third in NYSS at Goshen, NY-Bred LC at Batavia and White Birch S. (leg) at Freehold. At 3, race timed 1:54. At 4, multiple winner and race timed 1:53.2f.

SOUTHERN TEMPO p.2,1:58; 1,1:57.4 (m, Aberroncumbie) ($48,017), 2 wins. At 2, winner of John Simpson S.; second in leg and Final of Genesis Series at Hoosier Park; race timed in 1:55.4. Dam of FAST TEMPO p.3,1:50.3 ($70,948).


OLD WORLD ELEGANCE p.2,1:58.2 (g, Aberroncumbie) ($37,153), 4 wins. At 3, race timed 1:53.1.

TEA AND ROSES p.3,1:56.4f (m, Tyler B) ($29,107), 6 wins. Dam of ALLAMERICAN TETRA p.4,1:52.4 ($154,499), ALLAMERICAN TEEN p.4,1:59.2h, etc.

SOFTNESS p.2,1:57.4f (m, Albatross) ($187,070), Dam of ALLAMERICAN TETRA p.4,1:52.4f, etc.

COOL SOFTNESS p.3,1:56.4f (m, Albatross) ($154,499), Dam of ALLAMERICAN TETRA p.4,1:52.4f, etc.

ROARING GRACES p.3,1:57.4f (m, Albatross) ($17,070), Dam of SALIENT HANOVER p.1:51.1 ($147,254), UNEVERNOwK p.4,1:57.3, SUMMIT HANOVER p.3,1:57.4f, Strawberry Hanover p.3,2:00h, etc.

TROJAN WARRIOR p.2,1:58f, PYRAMIDAL HARE p.3,1:58f, etc.

CONGEN AND DIPLOMAT p.3,1:56.4f, QUIK CHANGE ARTIST p.4,1:54.2f, etc. Refinement p.2,1:56.3 (M, Tyler B). Dam of MISTER CLASS ACT p.1:57.1f ($81,125).

3rd Dam

KEYSTONE MODEL p.2,1:59j; 3,1:57.4; 4,1:57.2f ($278,029) by Meadow Skipper p.3,1:55.1. World Champion. 23 wins. Dam of 11 winners (9 in 1:59), including:

TICKET TO RIDE p.2,200h; 3,1:55.4; 4,1:55.2h (h, Brett's Star) ($869,506), 12 wins. Stakes winner.

EXCESSIVE FORCE p.3,1:54; 1:52.1 (g, No Nukes) ($156,881), 15 wins.

ENGAGEMENTS

Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest Pace